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Abstract: This study proposes a multi-channel electrical impedance-based crack localization technique
of fiber-reinforced cementitious composites (FRCCs) under bending conditions. FRCCs have a self-sensing
capability by adding conductive steel fibers into nonconductive cementitious composites, making it
possible to measure electrical impedance without sensor installation. Moreover, FRCCs materials can
be used as a structural member thanks to its own enhanced structural ductility as well as stiffness. In a
structural health monitoring point of view, these characteristics make FRCCs suitable for monitoring
structural hot spots, particularly where the crack is most likely to be initiated. Since the electrical
impedance obtained from FRCCs is typically sensitive to environmental and operational conditions,
false alarms are often triggered. The proposed technique can minimize the false alarms by using
currently measured multi-path data as well as localize a crack within the sensing range. To examine
the feasibility of crack localization in FRCCs, an instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance
acquisition system and a crack localization algorithm are developed. Subsequently, three-point
bending tests are carried out under various temperature conditions. The validation test results reveal
that cracks are successfully identified and localized even under varying temperature conditions.

Keywords: fiber-reinforced cementitious composite; nondestructive testing; electrical impedance;
crack localization; self-sensing concrete; structural health monitoring

1. Introduction

Concrete is one of the most commonly and widely used construction materials over the world
thanks to its high compressive strength and economic superiority [1]. However, a concrete structure is
inherently susceptible to cracks due to its low tensile resistance. The crack propagation often causes
the abrupt brittle failure of the concrete structure without any forewarning. Thus, the brittle failure
leading to heavy losses of lives and properties is difficult to be prevented. In order to prevent such
brittle failure of the concrete structures, a number of structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques
have been developed. For example, strain gauge, acoustic emission, impact test and lead zirconate
titanate (PZT)-based ultrasonic techniques have been widely used as contact-type sensor-based
crack detection techniques. Neild et al. utilized vibrating wire strain gauges for measuring the
small strain in a concrete structure [2]. Then, Kageyama et al. used fiber optic sensors to monitor
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concrete cracks using the acoustic emission technique [3,4]. Also, Paul et al. tried to characterize the
cracking behavior in strain-hardening cement-based composite using acoustic emission technique [5].
Pimentel et al. performed the impact test using an impact hammer to detect a crack in a concrete
slab [6]. Ribolla et al. performed ultrasonic-based inspection for detecting the defect in concrete [7].
Voutetaki et al. experimentally assessed crack in a reinforced concrete structure using PZTs [8–11],
and Rucka and Wilde also utilized PZTs for detecting splitting failure of a reinforced concrete
structure under incrementally increased loading conditions [12]. Song et al. tried to numerically
and experimentally observe PZT-generated surface wave propagation in a concrete structure to detect
cracks [13]. Divsholi and Yang proposed a combination of embedded PZTs with surface bonded PZTs
to assess the cracks in a reinforced concrete beam [14]. The aforementioned contact-type sensor-based
SHM techniques have the advantages of low cost and high accuracy, but there are technical limitations
such as sensor durability, maintenance related to sensor replacement, massive cabling issues and so on.
In particular, the performance of the sensor might be degraded much earlier than the target structure
itself [15,16]. Furthermore, the spatial sensing range is typically limited [17].

To overcome the aforementioned technical limitations, noncontact crack detection techniques
have been proposed. As representative tools, digital camera [18–20], laser displacement sensor [21]
and infrared (IR) thermography [22,23] have been reported. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
has been employed for incorporating with the noncontact crack detection techniques, because UAV can
effectively inspect broad target areas including even inaccessible areas. For instance, UAV-mounted
vision cameras were used for evaluating concrete cracks [24,25]. Pereira and Pereira also used
UAV with an embedded image processing system for automatic recognition of cracks on a concrete
surface [26]. IR camera incorporated with laser excitation was also utilized for detecting multiple
concrete cracks [27]. More recently, Jang et al. proposed the fully noncontact hybrid sensing system
combining a continuous-wave line laser, IR and digital cameras for enhancing deep learning-based
crack detectability of a concrete structure [28]. Although the noncontact crack detection techniques
can address the technical limitations of the contact-type sensing mechanism, they are more suitable
for periodic inspection rather than real-time monitoring of a target structure. In a SHM point of view,
real-time monitoring is one of the most important issues for preventing abrupt structural failure.

As an alternative, embedded sensing techniques such as embedded PZT-based smart
aggregates and self-sensing concrete have been proposed for concrete crack detection. For example,
Laskar et al. evaluated a crack of two-story reinforced concrete frame instrumented with embedded
PZT-based smart aggregates [29]. Another embedded sensing technique is the self-sensing concrete.
The self-sensing concrete is made by adding conductive fibrous materials into nonconductive
normal cement to increase its electrical sensing capability as well as structural ductility [30,31].
Thus, it can be used as a sensor for crack monitoring in structural hot spots. By inspecting cracks
within the structural hot spots, the entire structure can be effectively monitored [32]. Fiber-reinforced
cementitious composites (FRCCs) is one of the representative self-sensing concrete types. FRCCs can
be typically made by inserting conductive materials such as steel fibers, glass fibers, synthetic fibers,
graphite powders, carbon nanofibers and carbon black fibers into the cement matrices, enabling to
have the self-sensing capability [33–39]. Thus, the electrical responses can be measured from
FRCCs without additional sensor installation. Hou et al. utilized the cementitious concrete with
polymeric fibers to detect and localize cracks by employing an electrical impedance tomography
method [40], and Downey et al. demonstrated the applicability of crack detection and localization
using nanocomposite cement-based beams [41,42]. Also, Zhou et al. presented an electrical
resistance tomography technique for localizing and detecting cracks in a concrete structure [43].
Since the electrical response is, however, sensitively affected by environmental variation [44], the only
crack-induced feature should be carefully extracted from the measured electrical responses.

In this study, an instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance-based crack localization
technique of using FRCCs is proposed. First, the instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance
acquisition system and crack localization algorithm are developed, and the FRCCs specimens are
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manufactured by inserting two different sizes of fibers into a mortar matrix. Then, experimental
validation including temperature variation effect and three-point bending tests are performed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the instantaneous multi-channel electrical
impedance acquisition system integrated with FRCCs and explains the crack localization algorithm.
Then, the temperature variation effect and crack localization are experimentally investigated in
Section 3. Finally, this paper is concluded with a brief discussion in Section 4.

2. FRCCs-Based Electrical Impedance Acquisition System and Crack Localization Algorithm

In this section, the instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance acquisition system
incorporated with FRCCs and the corresponding crack localization algorithm is introduced. First,
the instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance acquisition system, enabling to generate the
instantaneous alternating current (AC) input with broadband frequency range and simultaneously
measure the corresponding responses, is introduced. Then, the manufacturing process of FRCCs used
for the subsequent experiments is described. Finally, the corresponding crack localization algorithm is
also explained.

2.1. Instantaneous Multi-Channel Electrical Impedance Acquisition System

Figure 1 shows the working principle of the instantaneous multi-channel electrical impedance
acquisition system. The developed system is composed of the control computer, an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG), digitizer, multiplexer and self-sensing circuit. The developed system is programed
and controlled by LabVIEW installed in the control computer. The working procedure is as follows.
First, control computer sends the trigger signals to AWG and digitizer. Second, AWG generates
an AC input with a tailored waveform and the corresponding electrical current propagates along
the manufactured FRCCs. Third, the propagated current is measured by the digitizer through the
self-sensing circuit and send to control computer. Finally, the process from the first step to the third
step is repeated with respect to the multi-sensing regions using the multiplexer. Since the FRCCs
specimen is acting as a semi-conductive component due to combined fibers, the driving voltage is
required above a certain level. Here, the self-sensing circuit which acts as a charge amplifier is needed
to simultaneously excite and sense the small voltage in FRCCs [45]. The self-sensing circuit based on
voltage divider can measure the voltage of FRCCs using Equation (1):

vc(t) = −Cr

Cc
v0(t)− vi(t), (1)

where vc(t) is generated from the electrical response over time (t). Cr and Cc represent the reference
capacitor of the self-sensing circuit and the capacitance values of FRCCs respectively. v0 and vi are the
output and input voltages as shown in Figure 1.
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2.2. Preparation of Fiber-Reinforced Cementitious Composites

Four FRCCs specimens are basically made by adding steel fibers to the mortar matrix, making
it possible to have conductive nature. The mortar matrix used in this study is composed of water,
Portland type I cement, sand and superplasticizer as summarized in Table 1. Here, the grain sizes
are less than 5 mm. The fine aggregate is prepared as the surface-dry saturated condition. The steel
fibers have two different diameters of 0.3 mm and 0.2 mm, and their lengths are 30 mm (long fiber)
and 19.5 mm (short fiber), respectively. The short fiber increases the electrical sensing capacity
of FRCCs, while the long fiber enhances the mechanical strength of FRCCs [46]. Each type of fibers
is mixed as 12.5% of cement weight ratio, and total steel fibers for the FRCCs specimen is 25%
of cement weight ratio. For better workability between mortar matrix and steel fibers, 0.2% poly
naphthalene sulfonate superplasticizer with respect to the cement weight is used in this study. Note
that the four specimens have the same water-to-cement ratio and the aggregate-to-cement ratio of 0.45
and 1, respectively.

Table 1. Mix proportions of FRCCs.

Water (kg/m3) Cement (kg/m3) Sand (kg/m3)
Superplasticizer

(kg/m3)
Steel Fiber

Long (kg/m3) Short (kg/m3)

390 867.5 694 1.74 108.44 108.44

First, the mortar matrix and steel fibers are mixed during 5 min using a planetary mixer. Then,
it is placed in a cuboid-shaped mold on the vibrating table for eliminating cavity inside FRCCs.
The cuboid-shaped mold having the dimension of 50 × 40 × 400 mm3 is fabricated for curing of FRCCs.
As shown in Figure 1, the five copper electrodes with a diameter of 1.78 mm and a length of 70 mm
are embedded in FRCCs with intervals of 50 mm from the center location of FRCCs. For the crack
localization of FRCCs, experimental regions are divided into four different regions defined as Regions
A, B, C and D. After mixing, the FRCCs specimens are cured at a constant temperature of 20 ◦C and a
relative humidity of 80% in a thermo-hygrostat for 24 h. After demolding, the FRCCs specimens are
water-cured at a room temperature for a week.

2.3. Crack Localization Algorithm

Figure 2 describes the overall procedure of the crack localization algorithm. The details of
each step are as follows. First, baseline datasets including resistance (R) and reactance (X) are
collected at the multiple sensing regions using the developed instantaneous multi-channel electrical
impedance acquisition system. It is assumed that the baseline data set is collected from the pristine
condition of FRCCs. Second, the test data set is measured from the current state of FRCCs at the
same sensing regions. Then, the corresponding Nyquist plots are made using both R and X. Next,
the Euclidean distances of the Nyquist plots between baseline and test data sets are computed,
and damage index (DI) is then calculated as the sum of the Euclidean distances from starting to ending
frequencies using Equation (2).

DI = ∑ fe
fs

√(
xi

n − xi
0
)2

+
(
yi

n − yi
0
)2, (2)

where xi
n and yi

n means the R and X in the nth step of i Hz. The subscript 0 denotes the pristine condition.
The fs and fe are the starting and ending frequencies, respectively. In case of environmental conditions
change in FRCCs, DIs’ in the multiple sensing regions will be simultaneously increased. On the
other hand, if cracks are initiated at a certain sensing region, only DI at the corresponding sensing
region is straightforwardly increased.
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3. Experimental Validation

Based on the developed system and algorithm, the feasibility tests are performed. First, the temperature
effects on the electrical impedance and DI, which is one of the biggest error sources in the making-decision
for crack detection [44], are investigated. Then, three-point bending tests are conducted for validating
the proposed crack localization algorithm.

3.1. Investigation of Temperature Variation Effects

To validate the assumption that DIs’ at multiple sensing regions are simultaneously changed
due to temperature variation, the temperature variation effects on multi-region DIs’ are investigated.
The test setup for investigating temperature variation effects is shown in Figure 3. AWG (NI PXI-5412)
generates the chirp input waveform with a broad frequency ranged from 100 Hz to 150 Hz, and digitizer
(NI PXI-5122) simultaneously measures the corresponding responses with a sampling rate of 1 MHz.
The responses are 5 times measured and averaged in the time domain to avoid undesired noise
components. The reference capacitor of 10 nF is used for the self-sensing circuit. For the temperature
variation effect tests, the temperature data sets are collected from the intact condition of the FRCCs
at −10 ◦C, 0 ◦C, 10 ◦C, 20 ◦C and 30 ◦C with a relative humidity 60% using a temperature chamber.
The representative temperature variation test results are shown in Figure 4.

The multiple sensing regions of the FRCCs specimens are designed as Regions A, B, C and D as
described in Figure 1. The Nyquist plots overall move to the left as the temperature increases. It can
be observed that the temperature increase leads to simultaneously affect to the all sensing regions.
The physical reason is speculated that the temperature changes cause the change of the ion mobility
along the internal electrical bridge of FRCCs, although the absolute values might be different in each
region because of FRCCs’ inhomogeneity.

Figure 5 shows the DIs’ computed from the temperature variation test results. The baseline data
set is assumed as the data at −10 ◦C in each region. Although the maximum DIs’ at each region are
different as expected, the similar changing patterns are observed at all sensing regions.
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3.2. The Three-Point Bending Load Tests

The three-point bending tests are performed as shown in Figure 6. The universal testing
machine (UTM) controller sends to the trigger signal to UTM. Then, the loading step is controlled
by displacement using the UTM. After each loading step, the multi-channel electrical impedance
acquisition system measures the impedance signals of the FRCCs specimens. The loading steps consist
of seven steps, i.e., 0.2 mm (1st step), 0.4 mm (2nd step), 0.6 mm (3rd step), 0.85 mm (4th step),
1 mm (5th step), 1.25 mm (6th step), 1.4 mm (7th step), and no loading data (baseline data set) is
also measured. The yielding region of the representative test specimen is observed from the 1st step to
the 4th step, and the rupture region is revealed from the 5th step to the 7th step. The corresponding
force-displacement curve of the test specimen is shown in Figure 7. Note that the data sets are obtained
at 15 ◦C.
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Figure 8 shows the representative crack patterns initiated at the bottom of the specimen according
to the loading steps. After applying bending loads up to 0.65 mm displacement, the cracking
phenomenon is observed in the bottom view compared with the 1st step (Figure 8a), as shown
in Figure 8b. This visible crack occurs in the elastic region, called closed-type crack that can be restored.
However, the sequentially created cracks, called open cracks showed in Figure 8c,d, cannot be restored.
This is due to the sequentially created crack being in the plastic region.

Figure 9 shows the representative Nyquist plots of each region according to the bending
loading steps. For better visibility, Nyquist plots of each region are zoomed as shown in Figure 9.
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The cracks are located in Regions C and D. Figure 9a,b show that the Nyquist plots are barely changed
in the non-cracked regions, i.e., Regions A and B, while there are significant changes in the cracked
Regions C and D, as shown in Figure 9c,d.

Based on the DI computation using Equation (2), the crack location can be more clearly observed
as shown in Figure 10. As the loading step is increased, DIs’ are remarkably increased at the cracked
Regions C and D. The physical meaning is that the steel fibers inside the FRCCs become more separated
as the bending deformation progresses.

In order to confirm the consistency of the test results, the similar tests are repeated using other
three FRCCs specimens. The cracks similarly occur nearby the center location of the specimens due to
three-point bending loads. The second and fourth specimens’ cracks are initiated at Regions B and C,
and the third specimens’ cracks are initiated at Regions C and D. Figure 11 shows that remarkable DIs’
are clearly observed at the cracked regions of each specimen. Although the DI value changing times
are different depending on the FRCCs specimen, one can easily make the decision of the crack location
using Figure 11. It is speculated that it is practically difficult to precisely control the fiber distribution
and arrangement inside FRCCs during the manufacturing process. To secure the quantitative crack
analysis, it is necessary to establish a standard FRCCs manufacturing process. According to the
validation test results, it can be concluded that the proposed technique can measure instantaneously
electrical impedance at multiple sensing regions, and crack detection, as well as localization, can be
achieved without considering temperature change.
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4. Discussion

This paper proposed a crack localization technique of FRCCs by developing a multi-channel
electrical impedance acquisition system. The proposed technique was experimentally validated using
specially manufactured four FRCCs specimens under temperature change and three-point bending
loading conditions. The test results reveal that the electrical impedance signal change was dominant in
only cracked regions compared to non-cracked regions, while the signal change induced by temperature
variation showed a similar pattern in all sensing regions. It can be concluded that the proposed technique
can be effectively used for crack detection and localization even under temperature variation conditions.
However, the quantitative crack analysis is difficult, because the electrical impedance signals
are significantly affected by the distribution and orientation of conductive fibers inside FRCCs.
Although the feasibility of the proposed technique is demonstrated in this paper, the standardization
of the FRCCs manufacturing process is necessary before the real field SHM applications. As the
follow-up work, the influence of the orientation and distribution of internal conductive fibers inside
FRCCs is now being investigated. Also, the detachable electrodes such as copper tapes will be tested
instead of embedded electrodes for convenient of real field SHM application. Then, the fiber mixing
control technique based on electromagnetic actuators will be developed. Furthermore, the proposed
technique will be applied to various real scale structures.
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